
Rising Sign is in 18 Degrees Virgo
You tend to be very shy and not very self-assertive. You are supercritical about how you appear to others. Even 
though you may think you are uninteresting and dull, you are actually quite soft- spoken, orderly, neat and very 
likable. You are a perfectionist with high standards, and at times you can be quite tactless in pointing out the 
faults of others. Very practical, efficient and purposeful, your appearance and bearing reflect your need to ap-
pear graceful, sensible and reserved. You have a crisp, no-nonsense approach to dealing with others. Never lazy 
or self-indulgent, you tend to be dedicated to the work ethic.

Sun is in 01 Degrees Pisces.
Extremely sensitive and emotional, you absorb the emotions of others (whether positive or negative) like a 
sponge. Emotionally vulnerable, you are easily upset and tend to cry readily. You are at your best when you can 
structure your environment in such a way that you are surrounded by positive, upbeat people. You are very 
helpful and understanding of the needs of others. Indeed, at times this can be a disadvantage, because you can 
be a sucker for anyone who needs help. Shy, dreamy, romantic in nature, you delight in retreating into your pri-
vate fantasy world. Just be careful that you do not get lost in it! Trust your intuitions -- you may be quite psychic.

Moon is in 18 Degrees Gemini.
Your emotions change rapidly and you love to talk about your feelings. Generally, you have good judgment -- your 
intellect controls your emotions and you do not overreact emotionally to things. A good jack-of-all-trades, you 
have many- sided interests and enjoy reasoning things through. With your mental agility and need for physical 
mobility, you are attracted to traveling and learning about other peoples and cultures. You have vivid powers of 
emotional self-expression - - you can be a nonstop talker. You love to share your ideas with anyone who will listen.

Mercury is in 05 Degrees Pisces.
Your ideas and thought processes do not come to you in an orderly, logical fashion. Instead, you think with your 
feelings or with images produced by your rich and fertile imagination. A very subjective person, your dreams 
and fantasies are very important to you. You trust your intuitions and tend to reject ideas that are based solely 
on logic. Very impressionable, you are sensitive to the moods and emotional states of those with whom you 
come into contact.
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Venus is in 11 Degrees Aquarius.
You are a friendly and outgoing individual, but close relationships are difficult for you to maintain due to your 
fear that they will cause you to lose your freedom. You attract friends and associates who are exciting, different 
and sometimes a bit odd. You are popular with others and enjoy working within a group toward group goals.

Mars is in 08 Degrees Capricorn.
Extremely ambitious, you are willing to work very hard to reach the goals you have set for yourself. Very practi-
cal, cautious and conservative, you demand tangible results for your efforts. You need to excel in whatever you 
do, and you have the required sense of responsibility, dedication and self-discipline to bring it about. Beware 
of your tendency to judge others only by their degree of status and prestige, or by how well they will be able to 
advance you in your climb to the top.

Jupiter is in 10 Degrees Aquarius.
Your personal growth occurs when you have the freedom to do things in new and interesting ways -- this brings 
out your natural inventiveness. You are an individualist, but you are also attracted to mass movements that 
emphasize social betterment and you will devote much time and energy to their efforts. Very fair- minded and 
objective, you have extraordinary skills at organization and administration.

Saturn is in 25 Degrees Scorpio.
You tend to release emotional energies only very reluctantly. This is partly due to your fear of what horrible 
calamity might occur should they be released -- your emotions are terribly complicated and intense. Try not to 
repress these energies entirely, however, or you will succumb to negative and destructive forms of compulsive 
behavior. Give yourself the freedom to look awkward or silly once in a while. The relief you feel will be quite 
therapeutic and the embarrassment (whether it is real or imagined) will pass quickly.

Uranus is in 24 Degrees Pisces.
You, and most of your peers, are extremely idealistic and want to change society by completely reorienting its 
highest religious goals and aspirations. Just be careful to make sure that your new goal structures are properly 
grounded in reality so that they have a chance of being accepted by the majority.

N. Node is in 25 Degrees Cancer.
You genuinely enjoy meeting other people, but you’re at your best if you can do so from the comfort of your own 
home. You prefer others to come to you and tend to feel uncomfortable about leaving your home or neighborhood 
for any extended period of time. Those who do come in contact with you are struck by your caring and obliging 
nature -- you really make them feel at home. You form the closest ties, however, with members of your immediate 
family, especially your parents and children. You’re at your best attending or organizing family reunions!


